Historical props at Kalmar Läns Museum
On the ground floor at Kalmar County Museum in Sweden there is a workshop, which is part of the
Centre for Historic Environment Education at the museum. The workshop is responsible for all of the
props used in Time Travels and other historical activities organized by the museum.
Time Travels started at the Kalmar County
Museum 25 years ago. From the very beginning all
the props needed were produced at the workshop
at Kalmar County Museum.
In 1997, during the 600-year Anniversary of the
Kalmar Union, there was a need for medieval
props and the workshop grew larger.
The goal is to produce all the props from the Stone
Age to the 1950’s at the museum. Qualified
craftsmen and women work with many types of
materials and techniques such as metal forging,
leather, painting, wood, and much more.

Medieval tableware from the workshop is used in
this medieval feast.
Making utensils and tools from ‘scratch’ requires
the knowledge and expertise of historians and
archaeologists to ensure authenticity of design.
The original tool may be an actual artefact from the
museum’s collections, an illustration in a book, in
the archives or in databases. We often find
examples in our own archives or collections that
we make replicas of.

The goal is to make the replicas
look as similar to the original
finds as possible. Sometimes a
compromise is necessary, a
creative solution that will
hopefully not be visible in the
final result. On occasion we buy
props from the 20th century at
flea markets. Private persons
also kindly donate objects to
the museum from time to time.
A selection of Iron Age and medieval armour and shields.

Some of the props from the Stone Age…

. …and some belonging to the Iron Age.
Since 1985 we have acquired quite a substantial collection
of props. In the large storage facility we store larger pieces
such as tables, stoves etc. The smaller props are placed in
boxes and on shelves. The entire collection comprises
several thousand pieces. Meticulous documentation of
inventory is required, from tiny spoon to massive stove.
A well-functioning system of logistics must be in place for
the Time Travels. Before the Time Travel day the props
needed are loaded into specific buses. May and
September are peak seasons with 80-100 Time Travels
and historical events, sometimes 2-3 Time Travels at
different places each day. It’s important to pack the right
props in each bus.

Maintaining order pays off in the long
run. Here is the medieval shelf.

18th century tableware and cooking utensils.
After each Time Travel all the props must be examined to
make sure everything is intact. Taking care in this way is
economical in the long run. During the winter all props are
checked according to the inventory lists and prepared for
the next season.

The buses are packed with props and
costumes for the Time Travel of the day.

Through the Time Travels the museum props have
become quite well known and we receive requests from
schools, historical organizations and private persons who
wish to rent props from us.

At present two persons are employed at the workshop while others come to us for shorter or longer
period through employment office programs. The
work is stimulating; producing new props is a
challenging and creative task. Dialogue and
cooperation between craftsmen, seamstresses,
historians, archaeologists and educators at the
Centre for Historic Environment Education at Kalmar
County Museum is important in order to make Time
Travel education effective and ensure high quality.
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